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SUMMER QUARTER TALKS 
T he Computer Center staff will give thirty-one talks at the beginning of this quarter to 
acquaint users with the various facilities of the VM/Cv1S timesharing and MVS batch 
systems available on the mainframe and with the services a\'ailable in the Center's 
'.\l icrocomputer Lab. In addition, Prof. P.A. W. Lewis (OR) will present two introductory 
talks about interactive statistical/graphical services using APL. 
General-Interest Talks 
The following four talks will be given in the Ingersoll Hall auditorium, In-122. Signup 
is not required for these sessions. 
Introduction to VM/CMS: ln-122 
1410 Wednesday lO July 





This talk is given twice. It assumes no prior knowledge of the Center's computer. Topics 
to be covered include the use of the 3278 terminal, how to logon and logoff, use of the 
function keys, the HELP facility, and various general-purpose commands. It is strongly 
recommended for all new users of the Center and covers information which may not be 
pro\·ided in an introductory programming class. Be sure to bring a copy of Technical l'\ote 
VM-01, User's Guide to VAi/CMS at NPS. A copy of this publication is usually provided 
when a new user registers in In-147. (Those without computer experience may wish to 
consider instead the Center's talk /lands-on .\lainframe.) 









This talk is presented twice. It provides elementary information about the XEDIT full 
screen editor. The main emphasis is on methods for creating and changing programs and 
other files. Use of the PF keys and I IELP facility in XEDIT arc mentioned. The talk 
assumes little or no familiarity with XEDIT, but prior aUendancc at Introduction lo 
VM/CMS is recommended. (Those without computer ex.perience may wish lo consider 
instead the Center's talk Hands-on Mainframe.) 
Introduction to E-Mail: ln-119 
15l0 Monday 15 July Caroline Miller In-122 
This talk provides information on the electronic mail services supported by the Computer 
Center. Every mainframe user at NPS has access to two wide area networks: the academic 
BITNET (Because It's ' fimc NETwork) and the Internet (via DDN, Department of 
Defense Network, or BARR Net, the Bay ARea Regional Network). Topics to be discussed 
include procedures for sending a short note to a local or remote computer, how lo transfer 
files between different computers. and what information is available to assist in find ing the 
network addresses for persons who may be contacted via the networks. A demonstration 
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All other talks, dcscnbcd below, will be ghen m ln- 119, ln-148, In- IS I, Ro-222, Ro-260, 
or Ro-262. Sign11p for the.sc reHion.r ir reqwred. Tho.re intcrertcd in aucnding should sign 
up in the Consulting Office, ln-/.16 to re.rcrre a real. 
Microcomputer Talks 
0 APL & Related Programs on Microcomputers: Ro-260 
0 
1410 Tuesday 9 .July Prof. P.A.W. Lenis Ro-260 
This talk discusses the versions of APL and AP! 2 which arc available for micro computers. 
These include STSC's APL+PLCS \ersion 9, S rSC's APL•Pt US II Version 2, and IB'.\t's 
APL2/PC and APL232/PC 'I he<;e programs ,111 k.1ture full screen editors and session 
managers. The statistics package S fATGR,\PlllCS, \\hich i'I b,1scd on APVPLCS, will 
be demonstrated and storage problems of the packagt.: will he dt<;cmsed. \lainframe to 
micro communication, graplw .. s and hardcop) output \\ 111 aim be covered. 
WordPerfect Thesis: In-119 
1510 Wednesday 10 .July 
13IO Tuesday 23 July 
1410 Monday 5 August 
15 IO Thursday 22 August 
1410 Thursday 5 September 
IOIO Friday 20 September 
Lar11 Frazier 






ln- 1 l 9 
ln-119 
ln-1 l 9 
ln-119 
ln-119 
This talk will be given throughout the quarter; it covers the use of WordPerfect to produce 
a thesis in NPS-approved format. Those nttcntlinr: this talk mmt he familiar ll'ith 
WordPerfect. and hm•c a p,.ior kmm•/edqc o{'fi1ntl11mental 1'/S.[)OS commands either tluough 
attendance at a Computer Center talk or by training or practice elsewhere. Topics covered 
include specific formatting requirements for theses, and Style Sheets developed at NPS to 
simplify the production of theses. On-line and printed documentation in the form of a 
sample thesis will be provided; this and the style sheet can be copied for use with 
WordPerfect 5.0 and 5.1 elsewhere. 













Enrollment for these talks is open only to students and faculty. A ucndees must /i111·c a prior 
knowledge of MS-DOS. Class space is limited. This talk i.r 90 minwes in length. Sign up fur 
one talk only. This talk will be given three times this quarter. 
WordPerfect is available in many i'\PS microcomputer LA:\'s. This talk will introduce you 
to some of WordPerfect's fundamental capabilities. You will learn how to enter text, access 
WordPerfect's help facility, save and retrieve your files, and use the spdling checker. 
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Introduction to MS-DOS: Ro-262 
1410 Monday 15 July Jim Horning ln-151 
Enrollment for this talk is open only to students and faculty. This is a combination 75-minutc 
talk and lab session. It is designed for beginners who arc interested in learning how to u~c 
the operating system of any IB:\-1 or IBM-compatible microcomputer. Various elementary 
IBM Disk Operating System commands will be discussed. Use of. and naming conventions 
for, DOS files and other basic concepts will also be covered. In addition, participants will 
be given information on using the '.\licro Lab's Ungennann- Bass/~ovell network. 
Nehrnrk DOS Introduction: ln-151 
1510 Wednesday 17 .July 





The Micro Lab is offering a class about using Novell networks, in particular, the Micro 
Lab's network. This class assumes you arc familiar with DOS commands, and DOS disk 
and file organization. During this class, you'll learn how to log onto a network, and you'll 
be exposed to several Netware utilities that help you monitor printing, ask for extended file 
and directory information, list user information, list available network fileservcrs, etc. 
WordPerfect Tables~ Equations & Graphics: Ro-262 







15IO Monday 29 July 
IO lO Friday 9 August 
Enrollment for these talks is open only to students and faculty. This class takes 90 minutes. 
Class space is limited. Sign up is required. A llendees mu.rt have a prior knowledge of 
fundamental MS-DOS commands and be very familiar with WordPerfect either through 
attendance at a Computer Center talk or by training or practice elsewhere. These talks arc 
hands-on tutorials on WordPerfect tables, equations and graphics. 
15IO Thursday 25 .July Charles Taylor ln-15 1 
Learn how to creat images and graphs, and how to incorporate them into WordPerfect files. 
You must have some familiarity with DOS and WordPerfecl, and you must have logged 
on to the Micro Lab network before attending this class. 
Intro to Xerox Desk Top Publishing: In-148 
1010 Tuesday 16 July 





This combined talk and Jab session lasts 60 minutes, and introduces desk top publishing 
~ 
0 
using the Xerox workstation. Features covered include illustrations and graphics, tables, O 
mathematical formulas, data driven graphics, transparencies for demonstrations, 
manipulating scanned images, and converting Word Perfect or ASCII files to Xerox and vice 
versa. This talk will be given twice. 
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Image Scanning: ln-148 
1510 Monday 22 .July Charles Taylor ln-151 
Introduction to scanning graphics images and editing the images. Directions on how to 
transfer these images from the Xerox image scanning system to the PC network and import 
them to WordPerfect. 
O Introductory and \Vord-Processing Mainframe Talks 
0 
Hands-on Mainframe: Ro-222 
1010 Friday 19 .July Helen Davis ln-364-E 
This session is designed for those who find the thought of learning to use the mainframe 
computer a bit intimidating; it combines the information from two separate lectures, 
Introduction lo VM/CiHS and lntroduc1ion to XEDlT. This will be a single two hour class 
in a terminal room so that you can work with C\lS. FILELIST, RDRLIST, and XEDIT 
during the session. Class size is limited to 14 due to the number of tenninals. 
Intro to the formula Formatter: ln-119 
IOIO Friday 12 July Larry Frazier ln-119 
Those using GYIL and GThcsis on the mainframe to prepare theses or other documents, 
and requiring the formatting of mathematical formulas, should attend this new presentation. 
;\lany find it possible to learn JByl's formula formatter using only printed documentation, 
but many will find the learning process simpler with this talk. Square roots, multi-line 
brackets, matrices, complex sub- and super-scripts, and much more are all formatted 
automatically by this package. A llendees should be familiar with GiH L (Script) and lite 
timesharing system. 
Those using WordPerfect may wish to attend one of the Center's talks on new WordPerfect 
5. l features, which include its version of formula formatting. 
Introduction to GML and GThesis: In-119 
1510 Thursday 11 July Larry Frazier ln-119 
Generalized Markup Language (GML) provides a set of commands that simplifies the task 
of using the DCF document composition facility of Script VS to prepare papers and other 
research publications on the mainframe. It takes care of footnotes, fib'Ures, tables, and 
mathematical formulas and will also generate a Table of Contents for your paper. Graphics 
from Disspla and Grafstat may be printed directly with GML laser printer output. Allcndees 
should have completed the ViW-02 lUtorial and be familiar with the timesharing system, 
VM/CMS. 
GThcsis is an addition to the IBM Script (DCF) document composition system that 
simplifies producing a thesis to i\PS standards. The talk will be useful only to those with 
some familiarity with Script (GML). Allendees .rlwuld read the first three chapters of TN 
VM-14, the GThesis documentation. (available in 111-146), and bring this reference lO the 
talk. 
- 5 • 
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These two topics can be covered in separate full-hour talks by ';pecial arrangement. Sec 
Larry Frazier, In-113, x2671. 
Specialized Mainframe Talks 
Introduction to Minitab: ln-119 
1410 Tuesday 16 July Dennis Mar ln-119 
~1initab is an interactive statistical computing system available on V\.1/C\IS. It is <lcsigned 
for moderate-size data sds which can be stored on a C:\1S A-disk. \1initab is quich and 
especially useful for exploring data, plotting, and regression an..Uysi-;. A ucndcc.r slrould be 
familiar with the limerliaring system. 
Introduction to GRAFSTAT: Ro-260 
1510 Thursday 11 July Prof. P.A.W. Lenis Ro-260 
This talk will give a brief introduction to GRAFSTAT, an APL pa1:h.ige for interactin: 
scientific-engineering plotting, graphics output dc\'e\opmcnt, applied statistics, and <lat.i 
analysis. The program features a full-screen interface, compkte on-line help, color gr.1phic'i 
capability and effectively combines computation and graplm:s. Complete routines for lea-;t 
squares fitting, fitting of probability distributions, design and 1mpkmentallon of qu.tht~ 
control charts, regression and time series analysis arc available. 
Introduction to SAS: I n-119 
1510 Wednesday 17 July Dennis Mar I n-119 
SAS, the St.itistical Analysis System, is a nexibk program for handling all phases of <lata 
analysis: retrie\•al, data m;.inagcment, statistical analysis, and report writing. It has excellent 
features for merging and subsctting data sets. The speaker will describe the required data 
format and SAS control statements for a simple problem. Both the batch and timesharing 
modes of execution will be demonstrated. 
Introduction to DISSPLA: ln-119 
1410 Thursday lS .JulJ' Helen Da\•is I n-119 
DISSPLA, a library of Fortran subroutines, allows the user to create a wide variety of 
graphics. This talk will focus on getting started with DISSPLA using the DISSPLA ex1.:c, 
the basic features of DISSPLA, and the required structure of the DISSPLA program to 
create graphs. Some knowledge of Fortran is helpful, but not required. 
Introduction to REXX: ln-119 
1510 Thursday 18 .July Dennis Mar ln-119 
REXX is a CMS command programming language. It is the successor to EXEC2. RFXX 
is especially useful for creating personal execs and XEDIT macros. This introductory talk 
covers REXX input/output, variable manipulation, structured programming features, and 
embedding CP and CMS commands. 
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VM/CMS NEWS 
Ada Now Available on the Mainframe 
IB:'vt 's Ada compiler has been installed on the mainframe under the Y:\l/C~IS operating 
system. A short handout has been prepared to get users started. As with all mainframe 
facilities , Ada is also accessible to the remote user via SI \-I PC and a modem. 
To use Ada, log onto your V\-1 account. Since the standard for Ada programs is to write 
code in mixed case, you should add the following lines to your PROFILE XEDIT to ensure 
that your Ada files will be in mixed case: 
I* Set case mixed if filetype is ADA */ 
'COMMAND EXTRACT /FTVPE/' 
If ftype.l = 'ADA' then 'SET CASE MIXED' 
or, if your PROFILE XEDIT isn't in Rcx.x (doesn't have /• +I at the beginning), 
&IF .&2 EQ .ADA SET CASE MIXED 
Csing XEDIT, create your file containing your Ada program with filctypc ADA, then issue 
the following command to link to the Ada compiler and libraries: 
linkto adamaint 
After )OU arc linked, you can type ltdp ada for information. 
Although there arc many options and you will need to read through the documentation 
(which you can pick up in the Consultant's Office or from Linda '.\lauck, In- I05), the 
following command 
a370 testyrog (ini gen list 
will initialize the Ada sublibrary on your A-disk, generate a load module for execution, and 
generate a listing for you. Since the ini initializes the Ada sublibrary on your A-disk, it 
should only be issued the first time you compile your program. The I ll\1 technical manuals, 
VM/C:\IS User's Guide, SC09-1314-0I, and Lan~ua~c Reference -'lanual, SC09-1297-00, 
arc available in the Consultant's Office, ln-147, for further reference. 








Xedit Columns of Text and Data 
Linda ,\/auck 
Several new Xedit macros, written at Penn State Univ., have been received over Bitnct at 
i'PS. They pro\·ide considerable additional flexibility in working with files. 
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One set of macros, accc'\'icd through the command 
coledit 
creates a hori1.0ntal "prefix area '. It'<; liJ..c the prefix area at the left of your Xedit screen: it 
allows you to copy, mm1:, delete, etc. except that the commands act on columns of 
material. You specify the columns h) mming your cursor along the "horizontal prefix area". 
A number of com111..1nd'i L.tn bl· qu11.:kl} and c·1sily issued. 
Several of the same c.1p.1bilities (copy, delete, move, etc.) arc a\·ailablc with a sotnc\\'hat 
differcnt look and feel m COLOLOCK. Instead of working from a 'nori1.0ntal prdix area," 
you simply use the arrow keys to move your cursor to indicate the top left and bottom ri~ht 
comers of the box }OU \\,tnl to work on. You select the action (copy, di:lct<.:, etc.) with 
PFkcys. 
This and other nc\\ Aedit command~ will be demon:-.tratcJ in a new talk this quarter (~1.·c 
the talk schedule at the lxginning of this i'i~uc): printed instructions arc ;l\·aibblc in In-1-t6, 
the Consulting Oflicc, or can he viewed online by typing either of 
llEl.P XEDIT COLBl.0\1\ \lanipulatc n.:Llangubr blocks of 11..•xt. 
llELJ> XEDIT COi.EDIT hlits column-; of dat:i, u~ing horizontal "prefix area". 
New Xedit Commands 
St:wral new Xedit macros, writkn at Penn St.1tc Cni\'., haw been recciw<l o\'cr Bitnet at 
;-\PS. They prmide consider.1blc adJitiunaJ L.tse and lkxihility in working with fiks. 
A command many\\ ill find useful is a Prefix furm of Put and Gel. By typing PC I (or pairs 
of PU to indicate a group of !me~ to be Put, etc) and then Gin the prdh an:as of as many 
lines as desired, multiple wptes of lines can be placi.:d simultaneously. 
Also new is DifTcr, \\ hich dt~pl.t) s onl) thmc Jim·-; that haw changL·d during this Xedit 
session. Another new capahilit) i<; Tnmlcft, \\ htch remo\'c~ leading blanks in tl11.· lines you 
specify. 
This and other new Xe<lit command'> will be JL·mnnstrall'<l in a new talk this quarter. SL·c 
the talk schedule at the bL·ginning ol this i'ii;ue. 
Printed instructions on these and more new comm.m<ls is a\·ailablc in In- l-t6, tht: Cllnsulting 
Office, or can be vie\\ed onlim: b) typing an) of 
I IELP XEDIT ALIG'.'i Align<; text \\ ithin margins, rcmo\'ing extra blanks. 
HELP XEDIT CE:'\TER Centers tt:xt hct\\een left and right margins. 
I IELP XEDIT COLBLOCI\ \l,m1pubtc m.:t.mgubr blocks of text. 
llELP XEDIT COLEDIT I <lits columns of data, using huri1011tal "prdix area". 
llELP XEDIT DIFFER 
HELP XEDIT .Jt:STIFY 
HELP XEDIT PGET 
HELP XEDIT PPUT 
Show those lin<.:s which have been changed. 
S.une as AUG'\, but right-justifies text. 
Gl·Ts lines sa\ed hy PlJT command. · 
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HELP XEDIT PRECOVER Recovers deleted lines. 
HELP XEDIT PRESORT Sorts lines into ascending sequence. 
HELP XEDIT PRE'CPLOW Converts text to lower (or upper) case. 
HELP XEDIT TRl:\11.EFf Removes blanks from left-hand side of text. 
If you are in Xedit, you don't need to type Xedit in the above commands. 
July 2, 1991 
General information regarding setting up these prefix. commands is available by typing 
HELP PREFIX TASK 
New Overlay Improved 
A new overlay command was described in the last issue of the BuUetin. At the time, it was 
necessary to add a line to your Profile Xedit to make it work conveniently. Here is a slight 





























Note that 9 is what column the merged (or .. overlaid") material is placed in. 
Better Automated Proofreading on the Mainframe 
Larry Frazier 
Micro-computer users are probably familiar with grammar checkers, to check the match of 
case, number, and tense. Mainframe computer users may not be aware that such software 
has been written for the CMS operating system. The Computer Center is considering the 
purchase of such a system, and would like to know who would use it. IB:\-1 describes the 
software this way: "Critique, a writing aid, identifies over 150 granunar and style errors, and 
checks for a wide range of problem word and phrase classes such as awkward, overly formal 
and redundant words and phrases. In many cases, Critique suggests a correction." 
In the past, there has been some suggestion at NPS that such software might be particularly 
useful to those whose first language is not English. Technical communication with other 
universities indicates that international students at those schools have found micro-based 
programs to be useful. The Computer Center would like to know if such needs are already 
being met at NPS by micro-based software, or whether there is a feeling that a 
- 9 -
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mainframe-based package would be desirable. Such a package would be supported with 
classes, technical notes, and consultation as necessary, as the mainframe word-processing 
system Script/GML/GThesis has been, by Larry Frazier. 
If you arc interested in such a package, be sure to contact Larry Frazier, ln-113, x267 l, 
userid 0084, or Doug Williams, Director of the Computer Center, x2572. If we do not hear 




Larry Frazier 0 
Color Graphics Output 
How to get color graphics output on the TEK 46930 thermal wax color printer in In-141. 
Preview graphics on your screen Fl RST! 
Please reserve output to the TEK 4693D color printer for your final copy. The supplies arc 
very limited and the cost per paper print is fifty-one cents. Transparencies are more than 
three times the cost of paper. 
To obtain color ou tput on the TEK 4693D color printer, the graphics must be in either a 
DISSPLA type mctaftle or an ADMGDF metaftlc. 
DISSPLA For the DISSPLA metafile format use the DISSPOP exec and from the 
menu screen select CX4693. 
DISSPLA users who do not know how to create a metafile should refer to 
the Technical note on DISSPLA available in the Consulting Office. 
GRAFSTAT For the AD'.\.IGDF metaftle format use the PSEG exec. From the menu 
screen enter 
DSL 
Filename: The ftlename of your AD'.\IGDF file. 
Printer Choice: Select B to select the TEK 46930 color printer. 
Line Width: The line width is set at the most conunonly used selection. 
Remaining options: The remaining options on the menu screen below the 
line width do not apply to the TEK 46930 color printer. 
GRAFST AT users who do not know how to create an ADM GDF file 
should ref er to the GRAF ST AT documentation written by Prof. Peter 
Lewis. A copy should be in the reference rack outside the Consulting 
Office. 
Users create an ADMGDF file and use the PSEG exec. Selections on the 
PSEG menu screen arc the same as for GRAFST AT listed above. 
Documentation on creating an ADMGDF metaftle is in the DSL 
Technical Note available in the Consulting Office. The method is similar 0 
to sending graphics output to the IBM 3800 printer, except that only the 
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ICU The user may save graphics as an ADMGDF file by indicating a name on 
the SAVE panel. Then use the PSEG exec to send the AD.\if GDF file to 
the color printer as indicated above for the GRAFSTAT users. 
Transparencies Users requiring transparencies for presentations should consult with June 
Favorite (In-110, x3432). 
June Favorite 
MICRO LAB NEWS 
DD1473 Report Documentation Page on Xerox Workstations 
The DD 1473 is easy to prepare with the Xerox: workstations in ln-150 and 148, but a couple 
of tips may prove helpful. 
It may be difficult to place the cursor in the correct field in the form to start editing. To do 
this, look at the options at the top of the form (close, save, etc.). To their right arc four small 
boxes. Click on the second box (the one that looks like a sheet of paper with lines of writing 
on it) with the left mouse button, and hold the button down as you move the mouse so that 
the selection at the bottom that reads *Go to First Fill-in# is highlighted; then release the 
button. This will place the cursor on the first field on the form, and produce a prompt at 
the top of the screen indicating what type of information you should type into that field. 
Herc's the second tip: after typing in the information, don't press the Return key (marked 
with a bent arrow); press the Skip/Next key instead. This advances the cursor to the next 
field, and produces a prompt indicating what information is needed for that field. 
Yveue Grady 
Micro Lab Facilities 
The figure on the following page is a roadmap showing equipment available to students in 
the Micro Lab. 
The Ease of Xerox's Graphical User Interface 
I work primarily with the mainframe and DOS WordPerfect. It took me some while to 
become familiar with mainframe corrunands, and although I use WordPerfect almost daily, 
write and maintain documentation with it, and teach and consult in it, I'm useless without 
the little plastic template for the function keys. Conversely, I use the Xerox workstations, 
which have a graphical user interface (GUI), every month or two, and I can find my way 
around without assistance. I can remember things I haven't done in a year or more. I am 
probably an ex:treme example, but if you find it difficult to remember corrunands, you might 
have a look at a Macintosh or Windows 3. (I have not worked Windows at all, and only a 
little with a Macintosh, but I think it's safe to assume that they are more like Xerox's GUI 
than like DOS and WordPerfect.) Based on my limited experience with Macintosh, I would 
venture to guess that Xerox has even a better idea of how people (at least, people like me) 
learn and remember than Apple does. 
The Xerox workstations at the Computer Center get the greatest use for producing thesis 
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extremely easy for producing foils for talks. Also, some people have gotten a lot of use out 
of the graphics scanner. Using them this way, you could learn a few things one quarter, and 
come back a quarter or two later and find you can pick them up again without effort. 
Larry Frazier 
BATCH SYSTEM TOPICS 
Backup on MVS 
For the last year, all user data sets on MYS disk volumes have been backed up by the 
DFHSM system. Daily, this backup function checks to see if the data set has been changed, 
and if so, creates a new backup version for the data set. The total number of tape cartridges 
involved in backing up the data sets grew so rapidly that we curtailed multiple versions for · 
each data set several months ago. At this point, every data set which has been on a primary 
volume within the past year has a backup. 
The number of tape cartridges is pushing the limits of the available physical storage, so we 
must set a limit on how long we can maintain these backup copies. Until we have space for 
an expanded number of cartridges, we can only maintain the backup for one year. 
If a data set is currently being used and recalled to primary volumes and altered in any way, 
a new backup copy is made. A data set will not be migrated until a current backup exists. 
If you wish to find out if a very old data set has a backup copy, please see Linda '.\lauck, 
ln-105, or call x265 l. 
Linda ,Hauck 
Protecting Privacy Act Data 
What is Privacy Act Data? 
Privacy Act data are any personal or private data which can be connected to an individual. 
If a file contains data about individuals and that file has names, or social security numbers, 
or another piece of information which could link the data to the individual then this data 
1WUST be protected. 
Creating Password-Protected SAS Data Sets 
To protect such data you must insure that unauthorized personnel cannot gain access to 
these files. Data stored under DFHSM (the batch processor disk storage management 
system) can be read by any user with access to the batch system. SAS can protect such files 
by allowing the user to specify a password when creating a SAS data set. 
Use the READ= option of the DATA statement to specify a password when creating the 
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Passwords can be up to eight valid characters. 'Ibey must begin with a letter or an 
underscore L). Valid characters arc letters, numbers, and underscores. ~ote that whenever 
the SAS data set ddname.MA~POWER is accessed, the READ=password must be 
included, as it is in the PROC FREQ statement. 
Reading Password-Protected SAS Data Sets 
This example job will read the data set created in the previous example. 
DATA TEST; 
SET SASFIN.MANPOWERCREAD=X2Y9W>; 
PROC FREQ DATA=TEST; 
TABLES GENDER RACE; 
Protecting Data Stored on Your A-Disk 
Any A-disk files with privacy act data or SAS jobs which contain your SAS data set 
passwords should be stored on your A-disk with a filctype of AO. Filctypcs of AO cannot 
be read by anyone linking to your A-disk. To create this type of file with XEDIT specify 
AO as the filemode. 
XEDIT PRIVATE DATA AD 
If you already have privacy act data in a file and want to change the filemode to AO, rename 
the file. 
RENAME PRIVATE DATA Al = = AO 
Helen Davis 
Computer Security 
Did you ever wonder \\!'hat was in the walls or ceilings above you and your computer 
terminal or workstation at the office or at home? This has probably caused so much 
concern that you haven't slept well lately. 
Well, it was causing great concern at the Pentagon in Washington D.C. on 7 August 90. 
On that day, the walls and ceilings opened up when a 20-inch water main broke, and more 
than one-half million gallons of water cascaded into the offices and corridors of the 
basement. lbat's enough water to get anyone as concerned as a wet hen! 
The Pentagon published a follow-up Lessons Learned from their experience that may be 
useful for your future planning or immediate adoption. lbe following is taken from the U.S. 






• Build your computer room floor extra high. The older computer rooms with lower 
subfloors experienced the most damage. 0 
• Keep computers including PC's and their associated power strips off the floo r, far off the 
floor! (That should be an attention getter! Is anyone thinking of the periodic visits of the 
floor stoppers and waxers?) 
• 14 • 
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Closer to Home 
• Don't use a power strip that has been in water, even if it appears to work. They corrode 
very fast; it is safest and cheaper to replace them. 
• Tum off all computers and electrical equipment as rapidly as possible. 
• Work on your PC's as soon as possible. Quick action will allow you to recover many 
damaged PC's. Strip PC's down to the motherboards, remove cards, and dry out as fast 
as possible. Clean with an alcohol solution; don't use water, though. 
• If you don't have boots, plastic trash bags work quite well for keeping your feet dry. 
• Don't rely on computer-based broadcast news systems and phones to disseminate 
messages to users during this type of emergency; both can be flooded. 
• Keep the BCJ' (Broadband Cable J'etwork) head, which operates all networks channels, 
high off the ground. 
Lesson relearned: :\fost fundamentally, the flood demonstrated the usefulness of emergency 
planning. Having an emergency procedure in place, and people trained to use it, helped us 
to a\'Oid serious damage. 
At 5pm on 19 December last-just as we were preparing to replace the IB.'.\-1 3033AP system 
with the new Amdahl 5990/500-water began to pour from the ceiling on to the terminals 
in ln-148 (Graphics Room). You may remember that this was during a rare spell of rainy 
weather, and when contractors were repairing/resurfacing the roof of Ingersoll Hall. A 
blocked drainage channel on the roof diverted rain water into the air-conditioning duct, 
which transported it to the first floor. The water leaked from there out of a joint, saturating 
some acoustic tiles, which then collapsed onto the tables holding the terminals. It was not 
a pleasant sight. Fortunately, we were able to move the terminals away from the flows and 
drips so we did not suffer any equipment losses. 
The essence of this article is that you must be prepared for things you can't see, and perhaps 
never would have thought of, but might be able to predict if a security plan is in place in 
your organization. The old folk quote, "A stitch in time saves nine" or a more recent 
automobile maintenance TV commercial along the lines of, "You can pay me now (for 
service checkups) or pay me later (for a major engine overhaul)", carry a valuable message. 
Stories of this type serve as superb motivators to stimulate our thinking and planning in 
protecting our office and home computing resources. So, let 's consider your office and home 
setup! ls your PC, work station or terminal located in the best place so it is not under or 
near water pipes that could leak on them? Arc your CPU's and power strips off the floor? 
If not, there is no better time than now to relocate them to a safer location. 
So how docs one locate the potential demons in walls and ceilings? That is the subject of 
a future article. 
Neil Harvey 
- J 5 -
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E-MAIL INFO 
New Release of TCP/IP Improves DON Access 
Changes 
On Sunday, June 9, the Computer Center switched from Version 1.2.2 to Version 2 of 
IB:Vl's TCP/IP for V:\.1, the software that supports mainframe access to the DD~ and 
Internet. Applications include electronic mail, transfer of files <lircctly between linked 
computers, logging on to a remote host, and acting as a fi1e server to network nodes. 
TCP/IP V2 for VM provides significant enhanced function. The addition of Simple 
Network Management Protocol (S~:\IP) support permits TCP/IP V2 for V:\.1 to 
communicate with ~etView allowing it to act as a 'focal point' for management of 
TCP/IP networks. Additions of resource access control facility (RACF), support for the 
Network File Support (NFS) server and Kerbcros authentication services enhance security. 
Improvements to the sockets library and softcopy documentation are other key 
enhancements. 
Not all of the changes in the upgrade will be used, because of dependence on software we 
do not ha\'c, but performance improvements and enhanced e-mail support will be apparent 
to users. 
A change that users will notice with satisfaction is an increase in fiJe transfer speeds. In 
comparing the rate of transfer for a 70Kb file during testing, using Version 2 rather than 
Version 1.2.2 FTP, transfer rate was four times faster. Of course, "your mileage may vary"! 
The most obvious change is the addition of St:BJECT line support to ;-.;QTE, the e-mail 
command. When you are DD~LJ:'\Ked, and you issue the :'\DTE command to initiate 
e-mail, the headers (Date:, To:, from:) arc displayed as usual, along with an a<lditional 
(Subject:) line. The cursor is already set at the start of the Subject line so all yo u do is type 
in the topic of your NOTE. <Enter> at the end of the line , then go into input mode to 
type the text of your mail as usual. 
NOTE - Sending Mail at NPS (VM/CMS) 
In the following examples, computer-displayed information is bracketed, and explanatory 
comments are in italics. User input is printed in bold. 
[Ready;] ddnlink 
Gives access to DDN via link to support software 
[ ... Ready for DDN TCPIP Use . .. 
Ready; T=0.61/0.68 15:44:50] 
Ready to use any DDN services 
[Ready;] note millercj at a . isi.edu 
At command line, user initiates mail to network address 
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[OPTIONS: NOACK LOG SHORT NOTEBOOK ALL 
DATE: 5 June 91, 15:45:05 PDT 
FROM: John Bright, NPS Student 4321P at NAVPGS 
TO: millercj at a.isi.edu 
SUBJECT:_ ] 
Headers are bui/1 using NA.\/ ES file dala, system address. 
Cursor is posilionedfor entry of SUBJECT line. 
[SUBJECT: ] Example of sending NOTE 
User fills in subject line 
[====> ] i 
l'ser asks for 'inpu( mode al command line, 1/ien types in text 
of mail, ending each line with a carriage return. 
End message wilh two carriage returns. 
[====> ] PFS 
User sends mail with PF5 
[PUN FILE nnnn TO SMTP COPY 001 NOHOLD 
* From SMTP: Received Spool File nnnn 
Note 4321P NOTE AO sent to SMTP at NAVPGS on 06/05/91 15:59:07 
* From SMTP: Mail delivered to: <millercj at a.isi.edu>] 
Cser exits automatically from SOTE after message is sent. 
Messages confirm mail was succesifully delfrcred. 
Online help is available for ~OTE anytime you arc logged on to the ~PS mainframe. 
[Ready;] help note 
Once the help screen comes up, you can get more detailed help by pressing PFl. Use PF3 
to exit the help screens. 
Caroline .W ii/er 
NREN - National Research and Education Network 
The following information on NRE~ has been collected from discussion lists l~fO-NETS 
and PACS-L on BITNET. The primary description is from Kent England, Boston 
1.;niversity, an l~FO-~ETS subscriber. 
;\RE~ stems from a government desire to create a single, large, integrated, well-supported, 
protocol-standard, efficient and reliable internetwork to support basic research (not 
necessarily computer science) and education, including instruction. 
The Educoml National Telecommunications Task Force (N·n·F) has been working to 
promote this idea. The federation of American Research ~etworks (FAR;\'ct) is working 
cooperatively with the Educom NITr to lobby for support for the NREN initiative. 
FARnct is composed of representatives of all the NSF-sponsored regional networks. 
I Educom is a profossional group for computer communications professionals and lihrarians in the 
educational field. 
• l 7 -
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:Vlcanwhilc, the government has been working on its own to rationalize support for 
intemetworking and follow-up on the spectacular success of the ARPAi'ET. There wa5 a 
committee called the FCCSET Committee (pronounced Nfixin that came from an Oflicc 
of Science and Technology Policy (OSTJ>) report that recommended cooperation among the 
several government agencies that had significant national networks. Thus was born the 
Federal Research Internet Coordinating Committee (FRICC). 1be two main players in the 
FRICC are the :'\SF and DARPA. 
Congressional Support 
Then Senator Albert Gore, Jr. (D-T'.'\), who supports science and technology issues, decided 
to sponsor a bill to support this ~REN. The bill, now in the Senate, calls for a program 
and multi-year funding to create this new network. The original bill and Senator Gore's 
remarks arc published in detail in the Congressional Record • 134, 149 (October 19, l 988) • 
p. Sl6897. 
:\leanv.hile, the :'\Sf and DARPA continue building and evolving the Internee; they seem 
intent on building the ~RE:'\ whether or nol they ha\'e a fancy program. :'\'SF is on the 
second generation of the '.'\SFnet and DARPA is building the Defense Re!search Internet 
(ORI) to replace the +\RPA:'\ET. They ha\e a new Internet Backbone under development 
that will be shared among the agencies in the FRICC. The other FR ICC agencies (Energy, 
:'\ASA, and llllS) arc busy working on new network designs that \\ill allow closer 
integration with the :'\'SF /DARPA Internet. 
So, '.'RE:'\ will develop out of the separate and combined efforts of the 5 f-R ICC agencies, 
the *user' agencies (\""ITf, f-ARnct), and the legislative sponsors (Gore in the Senate). 
"Ibis has been an historical and descriptive high-level overview. If you arc interested in more 
information, there is an open mailing list to discuss the :'\RE'.'\ (\"ational Research and 
l:ducation '.'\etwork). To subscribe, send email to 
nren-discuss-requcst at psi.com 
with your name and network address. It is a high energy aml high volume redistribution 
mailing list. 
Those interested in obtaining further information on ~RE:\' can contact EDUC0~1's 
Washinb'1on, DC office at 202 872-4200, according to < J_CERNY at 
U:-.!llH.U:\'I LEDU > . 
Caroline M ii/er 
Dialing for Data 
By Eric Lipscomb, Assis1an1 Nel\Vork Manager, Universily of Norlh Texas School of Communicy 
Sen•ices ( BITNET: LI PS at UNTVllX) and Kure Gruwnacher, Unfrersity of North Texas Academic 
Computing Services .\licro£·omputer Support Consultant ( BIT.VET: GRUTZ at UNTVAXJ, 
~Benchmarks: 11pril/llay 1990, Vol. 11, i\'o. 3, from the art1cles database of CCNEWS, rile 
0 
Electronic Forum for Campus Computing i\'ewsleuer Editors, a 8/'l'.\"ET·basPd service of EDUCO.'vf. 0 
With the advent of the information age, the amount of information available has grown to 
such an ex.tent that It is now almost impossible to maintain direct access to C\'el)1hing you 
might need to know. Knowing where to find infonnation is now as important as, if not 
more important than, having the information. Computer users with modems and empty 
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Most modem users will start out by calling a computer-based bulletin board system (known 
as a BBS) in their local area. Most of these systems offer message areas where users can carry 
on conversations by leaving notes to one another. 1bere are also (in most cases) information 
files and programs that the users can download to their own PC to use. The selection tends 
to be limited, and the type of files and programs generally cover a broad spectrum. 
Commercial Systems 
On the national scale, services such as GEnic, Compuserve, and the Source arc well known 
for their vast interconnectivity with a large number of systems and users. These services are 
costly (online service fees plus telephone charges, if any) and may be intimidating to a new 
user or a modem novice. But the files and discussions on these S}Stems are more detailed 
than those found on local BBS systems due to the large number of people who use them. 
But there are other, Jcsser-known services available to modem users at no charge (excepting 
long-distance charges) that arc dedicated to specific areas of interest. One subset of these 
systems is available from the US government. :\lany departments in the government run 
BBSs that provide vast quantities of information relating to their field, ranging from 
computer standards infonnation to weather and time information, to information about 
crude oil. The remainder of this article will highlight a few of these systems. 
Free Government-Sponsored Bulletin Board Senices 
The US :'\aval Observatory provides, as one of its many services, time information for the 
nation. By calling into their system, you can obtain data such as: the time of sunrise, sunset, 
twilight, moonrise, and satellite transits from a given location; the direction and distance 
between any two points on the earth; the Universal time. The number for the service is 
(202)652-1079, modem settings: 1200 baud, even parity, 7 data bits. Voice information 
about the system is available at (202)653-1525. 
The National Weather Service provides a BBS from which callers can get information on 
such climate conditions around the world as temperature, precipitation, weather indexes, 
heating and cooling days, and crop conditions. The information is gathered from over 8000 
stations worldwide. The system number is (301)899-1214. Modem settings arc 2400 baud, 
8 data bits, no parity. To get information about the system, type ~\VS (after connect), then 
enter TEMPPASS at the password prompt. All information must be entered in caps. 
The Institute of Computer Science and Technology, a division of the Institute of Standards 
and Technology (formerly the National Bureau of Standards) offers a number of BBS lines 
with computer-related topics. For all numbers listed below, use these modem settings: 1200 
baud, 8 data bits, no parity. The systems available arc: 
• Database Management Information Exchange (301)948-2048 (301)948-2059 
• Open Systems Interconnection BBS (30 l )869-8630 
• Computer Performance and Evaluation Groups (301)948-5717 
• MicroComputer Electronic Information Exchange (301)948-5718 
• National Integrated Service Digital ~etwork (JO 1)869-7281 
For additional information concerning the IST BBS systems, contact Ramona at 
(301)975-3587, and she will send you a packet describing the services offered. 
On a closing thought, the Department of Energy supports a Crude Oil Analysis Database, 
the world's largest collection of data about crude oil physical properties, distillation and 
refining. Callers can get information on oil gravity, sulphur content, nitrogen content, 
• 19 • 
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viscosity, color, and pour point. Other infonnataon includes oil's geochemistry, its source, 
and financial value. The database js accessible at (918)336-3621. Modem settings 2400 baud, 
8 data bits, and no parity. 
OTHER TOPICS 
Ethical Conflicts and Computers 
We arc generally agreed that theft, infidelity, dishonesty, and such arc wrong. But personal 
property, monogamy, and personal commitments have been around for millennia. 
Computers have been a part of our lives for only a few years. We arc still in the process of 
figuring out right and wrong concerning compulers. It may be that never before has such 
a complex new area of ethics come upon us so rapidly. (And at the same time, we arc tl)·ing 
to contend with difficult new ethical questions in medicine, too.) It may not be possible for 
us to internalize ethical conviction when change comes upon us so suddenly. 
We arc familiar with questio ns concerning copying commercial software. When people arc 
asked, they generally say it isn't right, but many people who wouldn't shoplift don't hesitate 
to copy software illegally. 111ere arc many other, subtler questions concerning the use of 
computers. D.B. Parker, S. Swope, and B.~. Baker have presented a number of scenarios 
to a group of business and computer professionals, ethicists, and lawyers. They describe 
their results in Ethical Conflicts in Information and Computer Science, Technology. and 
Business. A summary of one: of their scenarios follows. 
Computer Ethics Scenario 
HA computer security consultant and citizen of the United States signed a contract, including 
a confidentiality and nondisclosure agreement, with a client company in Saudi Arabta to 
assist the company in protecting its infonnation. As a consequence, U.S. government efforts 
to obtain infonnation about the company were thwarted. The U.S. government complained 
to the consultant about his work and asked him to reveal what he did. I le ref used, d aiming 
a duty to his client. The government claimed he had a higher duty to his country." 
Did he do right? How do you think the panel in the study responded? The authors of the 
study said this: "Given that U .S. law permits U.S. citizens to work fo r a Saudi company 
{this study was done before Desert Stonn; our feelings about the Saudis were a little different 
then} and that the consultant was hired for the express purpose of providing the company 
with computer security, all but one of the participants found nothing unethical in the 
consultant's behavior ... With no compelling national issues at stake, the U.S. government 
should not have asked the consultant to breach his contract by disclosing the measures he 
had used to secure the system. No one should be required to become an intelligence agent." 
ls that what was being asked of him? Was the consultant working within the law? Should 
the law be changed'! Is computer security a sensitive enough technology that it should be 
4. 
0 
restricted the way nuclear weapons and germ warfare technology arc? 0 
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Personnel 
The Computer Center welcomes Connie Brown to the Operations Group. Connie is 
working as an operator daytime Wednesday through Friday and noon to 8 p.m. weekends. 
She previously worked with the Ml\.IS (maintenance information management system) at 
the Fort Ord Directorate of Logistics. Originally from Arizona, Connie is a \.larinc Corps 
veteran with experience as a platoon sergeant, drill sergeant, and drug counselor. 
Best wishes to ~aren Tayal, who worked at the Computer Center in the micro lab and has 
given considerable network assistance at the School. I le has gone to the University of 
Colorado at Boulder to pursue a graduate degree in telecommunications from the 
Engineering school. Ile came to ;'\PS four years ago after graduating from Old Dominion; 
he had been at the Computer Center two years. He did something I never would have 
thought of, in considering graduate schools: he hung out at student centers in the schools 
he was interested in, and found students he could get the straight scoop from. ;\ program 
at another major university looked great, but students there said they have a terrible time 
getting hold of their advi~ors. 
Larry Fra=ier and Dennis .liar 
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OPERATIONS INFORMATION 
CO~SULTl:\G HOt:RS 
;\Ion-Fri 0900-1130 and 1315-15-45 in Jn-146 
Reference materiaJs in the Consulting Office mu~t not 
he remo\'ed from that room without special permission 
of the Consultant on duty or a Computer Operations 
Shift Super\'isor. 
I IOt.:RS or OPERATIO~ 
V.\.t/C'.\tS and MYS arc available 2..J hours a day, 7 
days a week. Pre\'cntivc maintenance is normally 
performed 0700-1400 hours, first Sunday of each 
month. Systems work may occasionally be performed 
between 0700 and 1200 on Saturdays; advance notice 
is gi\cn in the V:\1/C.\.1S log mcssag\!. 
Call 6./6<!7 / 3 fur rccordi:d system statm. 
:\llCRO LAB CO~SLtTl~G llOLRS 
()Q00-1130 and 13 l 5- l 5..J5 .\.lomlay - Friday 
.\llCRO I.AU OPE~ HOt:RS 
0900-2030 :\londay-Thursday 
0900-1630 friday 
Sec .\.licro Lab assistants during consulting hours for 
combination to access Lab when it is closed. 
.\IVS Job Qtt\.'UC Restrictions 
No more than 3 '.\IVS (Batch) jobs per individual may 
be executing and/or waiting execution. This policy 
allows each indi\'idual a fair share of batch processing 
capacity, am.I prevents spooling overload problems. 
Excess jobs will be cancelled. 
July 2, 1991 
Information on Printed Output 
The Computer Center has an 113:\I 3800 non-impact 
printer and a 3262 impact printer in In-1-10. These 
printers arc avail;1hlc around the clock, 7 days a week. 
(Sec ~HOURS Of- OPERATI0;-..:1. If you want a 
printer unloaded, expect to wait until an operator is 
available. I (owevcr, if you have received instruction 
from a computer operator, you may remove printout 
from either printer. rr you do, please leave separated 
output on the counter-top, or file it by distribution 
code. Please observe the~e rules: 
• Press the READY button after rcmO\·ing output. 
• Sec that output is folJing neatly in the printer. 
• Separate all jobs in the batch of output removed 
from the printer. 
Avoid unnecessary printing. Return output to your 
tenninal for review and editing prior to printing. Cse 
the default output class, S)' SOUT "" A, for general 
output from :\IVS. This produces two output pages 
per sheet of paper on the 3800 page printer. 
Budget restrictions and good computing pr..lcticc 
dictate that only one final copy of a thesis be produced 
on any of the Center's printers. If more than one copy 
is required, use of duplication facilities on campus is 
recommended. But please note that the :\PS printshop 
will not cut or bind more than one personal copy. 
Please put unwanted printout in any trash container tn 
ln-140, ln·l41, or In-151. 
This publication is published as required and is written by members of the staff, \V. R . Church Computer 
Center (Code 51), Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93943. Send requests for information or 
suggestions for articles to the acting User Services :\tanager, Code 51 (ln-102A), 646-2672 (messages: x2573). 
Bitnet: 2001P@:\AVPGS 
The Center operates an Amdahl 5990-500 (256 megabytes processor storage, 512 megabytes expanded storage) 
loosely coupled with an IBM 4381 Model Q 13 (24 megabytes). Interactive computing is provided under 
V\t/I IPO CMS, batch-processing under MYS with JES3 networking. 
Distribution: List 3, plus: 350-B3, 3-B4, 10-F3, 3-P4, l-F6, l-F7, 12-PERSEREC 
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